Hearing on Fall Term Tax Levy Slated for Tuesday

Williams To Speak At Forum

Panel to Discuss Government

A three-week summer forum on state and local government will be offered by the Michigan State University Institute of Government, a branch of the Michigan State University Extension Service. The forum, planned by the Institute, will be held Monday through Friday, July 27 through August 14, on the Michigan State University campus.

The forum is designed for those who may not have an opportunity to study government during the regular academic year.

Three main groups will be involved in the forum: faculty and administrators of Michigan State University and other institutions of higher education; local and state government officials; and public interest groups such as labor unions and civic organizations.

The forum will include discussions on such topics as public administration, political science, and social science.

Approval of the forum was sought by the Michigan State University Board of Regents at its June meeting. The board has authorized the Institute to proceed with the forum, according to Dean's offices in Lansing.

Tea Planned For Writers

Tea planned for invited writers who will be attending the 1952 Michigan Writers Workshop at Michigan State College. A few members of the workshop will be present at the tea, which will be held at the Inn at the Inns of Michigan State College.

Tea will be served at 3 p.m. in the Michigan Inn at the Michigan State College. The tea will be followed by a panel discussion on the role of the writer in society.

Student Voting Limited to Residents
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FIVE CENTS

It is estimated that between 20,000 and 25,000 persons will be present at the forum, according to Dean's offices in Lansing.

Awards will be given to students who complete the forum. The awards will be presented by the Michigan State University Institute of Government at the end of the forum.
The Boomerang

A Final Word to the Wine

The Northerners College Man "Wine" tells of the new pilots of "Michigan Blue" who really went to work into the latter part of the college. As it ended up: "Although smoke and noise have been her rule, her marks dropped in low, she finished out of school."

Food for Thought

New Ireland News

Michigan State News

Expensive Economy

While American soldiers fight in Korea with second-hand equipment, front line troops are arguing over who

Army dates. The economy-minded Congress, whose members have been cutting improper military purchasing policies.

Could it be that both are partially right? From reports given by senators recently returned from the

scene in Korea, each is the case.

Congress has cut military appropriations in the home. There is a shortage of ammunition, which will be felt more and more as stockpiles, remaining from World War II are exhausted. The same goes for gun crystals, a basic infantry weapon, and a million and one other items down in and technical.

And military leaders, anxious to please Congress, perhaps, or to stay off the appropriations committee's prickle, have been reduced to ridiculous expedients to conserve supplies and equipment and ammunition.

New tanks, trucks and guns being produced at present are not even being sent to Korea for fear that Congress would object because serviceable equipment, some of it rebuilt several times,

And on the United States finds itself in a position even more indefensible than that of 1917, when it went against half the world with pitifully inadequate arms and equipment.

The situation now is that the United States, with some of the finest weapons in the world, stands once not even considered.

But faced with the possibility of all-out war with the Communist world, the Army refuses to commit its new material to battle for fear of taking a considerable loss.

War is expensive. But buying a war is more expensive, and the Korean war could very soon be lost.

In the contest and was what was formerly called "the Hermit Kingdom," she side lines masses of men to work. The other theoretical theories on its superior equipment and supply.

But our monopoly in both equipment and supply is threatened, while tanks leave the assembly line in Berlin and go into storage meanwhile until the old ones wear out or are rebuilt. So many times in Japan that the time eventually comes when they cannot be used again.

The military and civilian alike in the United States have been criticized for being wasteful. But they should do something about it as the situation now is.
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FRESHMEN

By The Thousands Wander About Campus Each Fall — Some Get Lost And Fall In The Red Cedar, Others End Up In A Corn Field Off South Campus — While Others Eventually Become...

FRESHMAN PORTRAIT

SOPHOMORES

Near The End Of Their Freshman Year John Met Mary But Neither Had A Good Photo — So Just Exchanged Torn Snapshots — Then During Her Sophomore Year Mary Ran In Several Queen Contests So John Got A Nice "Portrait That Speaks." He Retallated With A Fierce Looking Shot In A State Football Uniform — A Few Other Guys Horned In But By The Time He Was A

JUNIOR

John Was Becoming A B.M.O.C. So He Was No. 1 Man And Had To Have A "Portrait That Speaks" For Mary. Well, Things Followed The Usual Pattern — Dances, Parties, Dorm Raids, Football Games — Eventually A Sweater With A Pin — A Serenade (In Zero Weather) — More "Portraits That Speak" And John Was


SUCCESSFUL CO-ED

P.S.

THIS CAME BACK LATER FOR A POST-EIGHT TRACK TELLS

RED CEDAR CO-OP

700 Birch Road — East Lansing

Roman Cleaver
Kleenex, 200 size
Muller's Cinnamon Rolls
Muller's Angel Food Cake

IVORY FLAKES
1g. size 25c

TIDE
Giant size 75c

BOTTLE JOY
29c

CHIEF
Giant Size 75c

CRISEO
3 lb. can 80c

GERBER'S BABY FOODS

Strained Tub streak 3 for 25c
Junior Pudding 2 for 25c
Canned Meals 214
Cereals 17c

MEAT DEPARTMENT

STEAK SALE

Round. Sirloin, or T-bone $7.75

Call Steak $9.95
Baseball Ends for State With Weekend Series

Charles Favored to Win Title Tonight

PHILADELPHIA (AP)—Favored Edwin Charles defeated rival Dwayne Massey in a municipal athletics match held in the presence of a host of spectators.

New Team, Old Story—Tigers Lose

THIRD CITY, Ill. (AP)—Tigers defeated the first team to win the city’s third annual baseball championship.

Ex-Tigers Produce for Bosox

BOSTON (AP)—The Bosox Red Sox introduced a new pitcher to their team, as they signed former Tigers player John Smith. Smith was expected to contribute significantly to the team’s performance.

Who have not yet turned in their information sheets and membership lists, are urged to do so before the end of classes. If it is impossible for your group to do so, contact your regional director.

ALL ORGANIZATIONS

Here it is! Sears annual feature selling

COLORFUL CASUALS

July

Kerrybrooke summer fabric footwear for ALL the family

GAY- LIGHTWEIGHT- FLEXIBLE- WASHABLE

BUY YOUR SUMMER NEEDS NOW!

Women’s Casuals

Women’s Low Priced Multi-colored Casuvals

Men’s Tropic-Combs

Buy your complete wardrobe NOW, and enjoy the season in style!
Congress Proposes Strike Curb

Washington (AP)—Congress opened a three-day steel strike yesterday and suitably launched the plan for settlement that is expected to be reached before Labor Day.

According to the Steel Smelter Association, the three-day period of action is aimed at the ultimate settlement of the strike.

The steel smelter association announced the strike and said it would continue for the specified period to prevent further disruption of steel production.

The strike was opened after negotiations between the steel and steel smelters failed to reach an agreement on the basic issues.

The steel smelter association said it would continue the strike until a settlement is reached.

The strike was ordered by the steel smelter association, which represents the steel and steel smelters, and is expected to last until Labor Day.

The steel smelter association has been actively involved in the negotiations and is optimistic about reaching a settlement.
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